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Summary:
Some people shy away from traveling alone, a few embrace it. This article looks at the decided

First, traveling solo is the ultimate freedom. The itinerary you set and all the decisions you

Traveling alone is a confidence builder as well. When I was young, at the tender age of 16 I t
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Article Body:
Some people shy away from traveling alone, a few embrace it. This article looks at the decided

First, traveling solo is the ultimate freedom. The itinerary you set and all the decisions you

Traveling alone is a confidence builder as well. When I was young, at the tender age of 16 I t

Have you noticed that when you’re on your own as a Traveling Pauper, people are more willing t

Thomas Jefferson once said: "One travels more usefully when alone because he reflects more." I

Here are two more exicting reasons that solo travel apeals to me: I find you learn language fa
The most important factor to consider in your decision to make a trip alone is your own sense

But what if you have an eager spouse, relative, or friend that would feel somehow diminisehd b

I have a whole section in my book: ’Travel Cheap Travel Well!"- Confessions Of A Traveling Pau

But in this article, I hope I’ve at least opened the door, shown you the great benefits of lea

Why not plan such a trip this year? Tell everyone of your decision or keep it to yourself and,

As for this Pauper, I’ve done both and found each a liberating experience each time. In such a

So, I challenge you to answer your own inner traveling pauper, to pick up your courage and let
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